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New Weapon Stabilization from VINCORION   
 
Media representatives are invited to attend a presentation on the new 
GTD chaserV weapon stabilization system from VINCORION for the 
LEOPARD 2 and other armored vehicles at Eurosatory 2024. 
 
Wedel/Paris, June 7, 2024. The technology company VINCORION will be showcasing its 
latest innovation at Eurosatory 2024: the GTD chaserV weapon stabilization system, which 
is utilized in the LEOPARD 2 main battle tank and other armored vehicles, including the 
Puma and the Boxer. 
 
Media representatives are cordially invited to a special press meeting at the VINCORION 
stand (Stand C 290 in Hall 5 B) on June 19 at 1:30 pm. The experts from VINCORION will 
present the technology in detail and be available to answer questions in a relaxed 
atmosphere with drinks and snacks. Contact persons include Sascha Brüning, Vice 
President Business Development and Sales, and Daniel Zeitler, Head of Product 
Management.    
 
High-level "Green Defense" panel discussion 
 
On the afternoon of June 19, VINCORION is also extending an invitation to media 
representatives to a panel discussion on the topic of "Green Military." The panel will 
discuss how NATO member countries can achieve their climate goals and maintain 
tactical superiority, with a particular focus on Germany's future energy systems.  
The panel will include the following experts: 
 
- Dr. Constantinos Hadjisavvas, Project Officer Energy EDA / CF SEDSS 
- Col. Robert Šipec, Slovenian Ministry of Defense 
- Raphael Danino-Perraud, French Ministry of Defense 
- Sascha Brüning, Vice President Business Development and Sales VINC ORION 
- Daniel Zeitler, Head of Product Management, VINCORION 
- Dorothee Frank from cpm Defense Network will moderate the discussion 
 
The panel will take place at 4 p.m. in the "Charlie" area in Hall 6, close to the entrance 
area. We cordially invite you to report on it. 
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Further highlights at the VINCORION stand: 
 
"We are delighted to be able to present the largest number of products in recent years," 
says Sascha Brüning ahead of the trade fair. "In addition to the GTD chaserV system, there 
will be tactical energy systems and hybrid power generators on display." 
 

o VINCORION will be presenting innovative solutions for the energy supply and 
stabilization of defense systems. These include a genset with hybrid technology 
for supplying the "Patriot" air defense system and a genset for the IRIS-T system. 

 
o Three generators from the EPG huskyV product group will also be on display. 

These generators are used in armored vehicles and other applications. 
 

o A "holobox" presenting the GTD chaserV system. 
 

o A model of the SEA power generator, which interactively displays state-of-the-art 
generator systems. VINCORION develops these gensets in various power classes 
between 50 and 200 kilowatts for the German Armed Forces. 

 
About VINCORION 
 
VINCORION is a leading technology company from Germany that specializes in the 
development and manufacture of systems and components for demanding applications 
in the defense, aviation, and industrial sectors. Learn more at www.vincorion.com. 
 
About Eurosatory 
 
Eurosatory is the world's largest and most important trade fair for land and air defense. It 
takes place every two years at the Parc des Expositions Paris Nord Villepinte and 
showcases innovations in twelve key technology areas, including drones, robotics, 
cybersecurity, and artificial intelligence. Over 1,551 exhibitors and around 62,000 trade 
visitors are expected to attend.  
 
We look forward to seeing you in Paris on June 19 at 1:30 pm at stand C 290 in hall 5 B and 
we would be delighted to receive a short confirmation of your participation.. 
 
 
Media contact: 
Florian Hanauer, PR Manager   florian.hanauer@vincorion.com 
VINCORION Advanced Systems GmbH  Phone +49 4103 60 - 2250 
Feldstrasse 155, 22880 Wedel, Germany 
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